The morphing of decay powered to interaction powered Type II supernova ejecta at nebular times
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ABSTRACT

There is significant astronomical interest around the intense mass loss that appears to take place in some massive stars immediately before core collapse. However, it is only the longer term, quasi-steady, and relatively weak mass loss taking place during H and He burning. Late-time observations of core-collapse supernovae (SNe) interacting with the progenitor wind are one means of constraining this secular mass loss. Here, we present radiative transfer calculations for a Type II SN from a standard red-supergiant (RSG) star explosion. At first, a reference model was computed without interaction power. A second model was then taken to assume a constant interaction power of $10^{42}$ erg s$^{-1}$ associated with a typical RSG progenitor wind mass-loss rate of $10^{-6}$ M$_{\odot}$ yr$^{-1}$. We focused on the phase between 350 and 1000 d after explosion. We find that without interaction power, the ejecta are powered through radioactive decay, whose exponential decline produces an ever-fading SN. Instead, with a constant interaction power of $10^{42}$ erg s$^{-1}$, the spectrum morphs from decay powered at 350 d, with narrow lines forming in the inner metal-rich ejecta, to interaction powered at 1000 d, with broad boxy lines forming in the outer H-rich ejecta. Intermediate times are characterized by a hybrid and complex spectrum made of overlapping narrow and broad lines. While interaction boosts primarily the flux in the ultraviolet, which remains largely unobserved today, a knee in the $R$-band light curve or a $B$-band boost are clear signatures of interaction at late times. The model predictions offer a favorable comparison with a number of Type II SNe, including SN 2004et or SN 2017eaw at 500–1000 d after explosion.
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1. Introduction

Mass loss is a ubiquitous phenomenon that affects all massive stars. While it is generally weak during the main sequence, stellar wind mass loss rates rise as the star evolves and becomes more luminous. In a single star of 15 M$_{\odot}$, initially, it leads to a cumulative mass reduction of $\sim$10%, but this fraction may rise to 90% for the highest mass stars by the time they reach core collapse (Maeder & Meynet 1987; Langer et al. 1994). Mass transfer in interacting binaries leads to short-lived, but stronger mass-loss episodes, often causing the loss of the H-rich envelope and leading to H-deficient progenitors at core collapse (Podsiadlowski et al. 1992; Wellstein & Langer 1999; Eldridge et al. 2008; Langer 2012). In such binaries, stellar wind mass loss is also at play and may influence the frequency of Type Ib versus Type Ic SNe (Yoon 2017; Aguilera-Dena et al. 2022; see Filippenko 1997 for a review of SN classification). Instead of constraining mass loss through the observation of the atmospheres and environments of stars at various stages of their lives, we might monitor core-collapse supernovae (SNe) for years and decades after explosion when the ejecta expand into and interact with the material lost by the star during the last hundreds or thousands of years before collapse. For a SN shockramming at velocity $V_{sh}$ into a steady-state wind with mass-loss rate $\dot{M}$ and velocity $V_{\infty}$, the instantaneous power released by the interaction is $L_{sh} = \dot{M}V_{sh}/2V_{\infty} = 3.15 \times 10^{40} \, M_{sh,5} V_{sh,4}/V_{\infty,2} \, \text{erg s}^{-1}$, where $M_{sh,5} \equiv \dot{M}/10^{-5} M_{\odot}$ yr$^{-1}$, $V_{sh,4} \equiv V_{sh}/10,000 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$, and $V_{\infty,2} \equiv V_{\infty}/100 \, \text{km s}^{-1}$. As a result, even modest wind strengths rival with radioactive decay power at late times (Dessart & Hillier 2022). Unfortunately, such late-time observations of SNe are relatively rare (see, e.g., Milisavljevic et al. 2012, or more recently Rizzo Smith et al. 2023) and most SN observations (even today) remain focused on the earlier, brighter phase of the SN evolution.

The observational signatures suggestive of ejecta interaction with circumstellar material (CSM) are diverse. The interaction may produce radio and X-ray emission, as observed over a year-long scale in the luminous fast-declining Type II SN 1979C (Chevalier 1982a,b; Weiler et al. 1991). In some objects, this emission is observed with a delay, as in SN 2014C (Margutti et al. 2017), suggesting interaction with material not directly at the progenitor surface but far away from it, at 10$^{15}$–10$^{17}$ cm. Strong ultraviolet (UV) emission is also identified, in particular in strongly interacting events like the Type IIn SN 2010jl

1 This also implies that extraordinary mass-loss rates reaching up to 0.1 M$_{\odot}$ yr$^{-1}$ are not necessary to produce an interaction-powered SN at late times – such huge mass-loss rates are invoked to explain the superluminous and extremely rare Type IIn SNe like 2010jl that peak at $10^{44}$ erg s$^{-1}$ (Fransson et al. 2014; Dessart et al. 2015). Such extreme mass-loss rates, often associated with the most extreme luminous blue variables, are thus not considered in this work.
or the Ca II greater shock power. All these properties are compatible with the UV flux which strengthened with time, the more so for epoch in numerous lines, including Hα evolved from 15 d until 350 d, thus covering the photospheric stant rate between zero and 10^{43} erg s^{-1} – this power, associated with a RSG progenitor wind mass-loss rate as low as 10^{-5} M_\odot yr^{-1}, is comparable to the decay power absorbed in the ejecta at about 350 d (Dessart & Hillier 2022). In other words, any RSG star explosion should be subject to that power level and thus our results are representative, default expectations for a standard SN II. Lower values would suggest even weaker mass-loss rates, which would imply a negligible impact of wind mass loss on the progenitor evolution. In the next section, we start by emphasizing how the exponential decline of radioactive decay should eventually be swamped by ejecta-CSM interaction at late times. In Sect. 3, we describe the models and setup for the present calculations. Section 4 discusses the results for the photometric and spectroscopic evolution for the models with and without shock power, covering a timeframe from 350 until 1000 d. In Sect. 5, we compare these results to a few well-observed events exhibiting signatures of interaction. The implications as well as the limitations of our results are discussed in Sect. 6. We present our conclusions in Sect. 7.

2. All core-collapse SNe should eventually be powered by interaction

Figure 1 illustrates the evolution of the decay power emitted by the most abundant unstable isotopes produced in the explosion of a star of 15.2 M_\odot initially (Sukhbold et al. 2016), presented in order of increasing atomic mass: \textsuperscript{44}Ti, \textsuperscript{56}Cr, \textsuperscript{49}Cr, \textsuperscript{51}Mn, \textsuperscript{52}Fe, \textsuperscript{55}Co, \textsuperscript{56}Ni, and \textsuperscript{57}Ni. The associated yields are listed in Table 1 together with other ejecta properties. These parent isotopes are part of a two-step decay chain. In this model, which is representative of a standard core-collapse SN in terms of explosive yields, \textsuperscript{56}Ni is the main source of decay power up until \sim 1000 d, followed by an intermediate phase during which the decay of \textsuperscript{57}Ni dominates, until the decay of \textsuperscript{44}Ti takes over after about 3000 d. During the first 100 d after explosion, the power released from \textsuperscript{56}Ni is of order 10^{42} erg s^{-1} and thus comparable to a Type II SN luminosity. When \textsuperscript{57}Ni takes over, the total decay power emitted is only 10^{40} erg s^{-1}, after which the slow-decaying \textsuperscript{44}Ti isotope (which has a half-life of 21,915 d) delivers a near-constant power of about 10^{39} erg s^{-1} (a maximum time of 7000 d is used in Fig. 1).

Such powers can easily be matched at late times by ejecta interaction with CSM. A standard secular steady-state mass-loss rate of 10^{-6} M_\odot yr^{-1} in an RSG should deliver a power of about...
Fig. 1. Emitted decay power as a function of time since explosion in model s15p2 (see Table 1 for the yields). We show the individual contributions from the dominant unstable isotopes (the label refers to the parent isotope of the two-step decay chains) as colored curves, with the total given by the black dashed curve. Because of γ-ray escape, the power effectively absorbed by the ejecta is only a fraction of the power emitted (about 25% at 1000 d in this model). The dominant source of power is $^{56}\text{Ni}$ in the first 1000 d, while $^{44}\text{Ti}$ takes over beyond about 3000 d. Evidently, ejecta interaction with a standard RSG wind, which delivers a power of about $10^{56}$ erg s$^{-1}$ would dominate over radioactive decay after about 600 d.

Table 1. Summary of ejecta properties for model s15p2 (Sukhbold et al. 2016; Dessart et al. 2021).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\text{init}}$</td>
<td>[$M_{\odot}$]</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_{\text{ej}}$</td>
<td>[$M_{\odot}$]</td>
<td>10.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{\text{kin}}$</td>
<td>[erg]</td>
<td>8.37(50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-env</td>
<td>[$M_{\odot}$]</td>
<td>8.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stable isotopes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>[M$_{\odot}$]</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^1$H</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^4$He</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{12}$C</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.7(−1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{16}$O</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{24}$Mg</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.41(−2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{28}$Si</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.65(−2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{40}$Ca</td>
<td></td>
<td>7.77(−3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unstable isotopes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>[M$_{\odot}$]</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{44}$Ti</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.31(−5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{48}$Cr</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.53(−4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{49}$Cr</td>
<td></td>
<td>4.19(−6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{51}$Mn</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.12(−5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{52}$Fe</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.95(−4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{55}$Co</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.20(−4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{56}$Ni</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.33(−2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{57}$Ni</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.79(−3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Numbers in parenthesis represent powers of ten.

$10^{40}$ erg s$^{-1}$, which is, thus, greater than the total decay power in Fig. 1 at all times $>600$ d. The major uncertainty here involves how much of that power is thermalized in the outer ejecta to escape as lower energy photons and what fraction of these come out in the UV and in the optical (a further aspect is whether the radiation emerges in the continuum or in lines; Dessart & Hillier 2022). This will depend on the previous history of the ejecta, namely, the presence or absence of a dense shell in the outer ejecta, which will form through the continuous pile-up of wind material (Chugai et al. 2007), but also directly at shock breakout (Dessart et al. 2017) and the magnitude of the RSG wind mass-loss rate. If the shock power is not thermalized, the SN should be X-ray luminous. Somehow, this power has to come out, and we note that it is not negligible, even for a modest wind-mass loss.

However, SN 1987A is one example that demonstrates that it may take a very long time before the interaction with CSM becomes the dominant power source. Indeed, modeling the nebular-phase spectrum of SN 1987A suggests that its ejecta were powered primarily by the decay of $^{44}$Ti at 8 yr after explosion (Jerkstrand et al. 2011). The low late-time power inferred from optical and near-IR radiation suggests that the CSM density is low, which may in part be due to the large wind velocity of the blue-supergiant progenitor relative to the RSG case.

3. Numerical setup

Simulations carried out with the time-dependent nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium radiative transfer code Cêfegen (Hillier & Dessart 2012) presented by Dessart & Hillier (2022) were focused on the earlier-time evolution of Type II SN ejecta under the influence of shock power. In that case, the issue of chemical mixing is not critical and so, a simple boxcar mixing was used, which introduces both macroscopic and microscopic mixing.

Here, we focus on the late time evolution when the treatment of mixing is critical. We thus used the shuffling method of Dessart & Hillier (2020b) and employed the detailed $15.2 M_{\odot}$ model of Sukhbold et al. (2016), with the numerical setup presented by Dessart et al. (2021), the model is named s15p2. To avoid repetition – and since the focus in this paper is on the influence of interaction power on the SN radiation rather than the impact of chemical mixing – we refer to Dessart et al. (2021, in particular Sect. 2) for additional details.

In our study, we evolved this model s15p2 from the initial time of 350 d until 1000 d after explosion accounting for the radioactive decay from $^{56}$Ni and $^{56}$Co. A first model, named s15p2NoPwr, neglects any contribution from shock power. Because energy deposition from radioactive decay occurs within the inner ejecta, this model s15p2NoPwr was truncated at 6000 km s$^{-1}$ (the decay power absorbed at that velocity is $10^{40}$ times smaller than in the inner ejecta; see details in Fig. 2). A second model, named s15p2Pwr1e40, was evolved with an extra power of $10^{40}$ erg s$^{-1}$ injected at 8000 km s$^{-1}$ within a dense shell of 0.1 $M_{\odot}$ – both models have (at all times) the same density, velocity, and composition profiles below 6000 km s$^{-1}$. This power corresponds to the thermalized part of the shock power arising from interaction with CSM, which (for this value)

\[\text{shuffling method of Dessart & Hillier (2020b)}\]

The shuffling method of Dessart & Hillier (2020b) operates a rearrangement of shells of distinct composition within a Lagrangian mass $M_{\text{sh}}$. In practice, the main shells Fe/He, Si/S, O/Ne, O/Ne/Mg, O/C, He/C, He/N, and H/He are split into subshells and rearranged in mass space within $M_{\text{sh}}$ – we choose $M_{\text{sh}}$ to be about 1 $M_{\odot}$ above the base of the H/He shell in the original, unmixed ejecta. This shuffling in mass space is equivalent to a shuffling in velocity space and captures the essence of macroscopic mixing in core-collapse SNe. This shuffling introduces no microscopic mixing and thus preserves the original composition mixture of all shells. For example, the relative fraction of O, Ne, and Mg in the material belonging to the O/Ne/Mg shell is the same before and after the shuffling. Full details about the method are provided in Dessart & Hillier (2020b).
could arise from a pre-SN wind of about $10^{-6} M_{\odot} \text{yr}^{-1}$ in the case of efficient thermalization. To mimic the potential breakup of the shell in three dimensions, we spread the dense shell over a thickness of about 10% of the shell radius and introduce clumping to maintain a high gas density within the shell. The clumping profile follows a Gaussian with a minimum volume filling factor of 1% at the shell center. Initial ejecta properties at 350 d are shown for this model in Fig. A.1. Ultimately, the exact structure of this dense shell requires three-dimensional (3D) radiation-hydrodynamics simulations of the ejecta-CSM interaction and such simulations are currently unavailable.

We performed a few additional simulations for model s15p2 at 350 d by varying the injected shock power from $1 \times 10^{50}$ to $7 \times 10^{60} \text{erg s}^{-1}$. These simulations are analogous to model s15p2Pwr1e40 at 350 d. They are used for comparison to observations in Sect. 5 and shown in Fig. A.2.

In the models with shock power, 70 extra grid points were needed to resolve the dense, clumped shell. Models with (without) shock power used 420 (350) grid points and each model in the sequence took about a week to reach convergence (this is aggravated by the need for a small turbulent velocity of 10 km s$^{-1}$ in the CMFGEN calculation; Dessart & Hillier 2020a). Because of this cost, it is not practical to run many simulations. At earlier times, the simpler mixing can be used and only 100 grid points are needed (Dessart & Hillier 2022). At times later than 1000 d (or earlier in Type IIb, Ibc, or Ic SN ejecta), it might be more efficient to focus only on the outer dense shell, which would require only about 70 points. At intermediate nebular epochs of 1–3 yr, which are the focus of the present study, an accurate calculation requires a high resolution for both the inner ejecta mixed with the shuffling technique and the narrow outer dense shell where the shock power is deposited.

4. Results

4.1. Ejecta properties

Figure 2 shows the evolution of some ejecta properties from 350 d until 1000 d after explosion in the model s15p2Pwr1e40 (i.e., the model that includes a shock power of $10^{60} \text{erg s}^{-1}$). In the top panel, we show the total power absorbed in the ejecta due to both radioactive decay (which is biased toward the inner, denser, ejecta layers where $^{56}\text{Ni}$ is present) and shock power (which by design is deposited exclusively within the outer dense shell at 8000 km s$^{-1}$). The curves are scaled by the quantity $(t_n/t_0)^3$ to counter the effect of expansion, where $t_0 = 350$ d is the initial time in the sequence and $t_0$ corresponds to one of the $n$ epochs spanning from $t_0$ until 1000 d. The offset between the curves arises from the drop in decay power and the increasing $\gamma$-ray escape with time: 87% of the emitted decay power is trapped at 350 d and this drops to only 26% at 1000 d. The shock power is chosen constant so all curves overlap in the outer region. Evidently, the shock power reaches a maximum value in the outer regions that rivals the maximum decay power absorbed in the inner regions. As time progresses, because of the exponential decline of radioactive decay, the shock power becomes the dominant power source.

This is also seen in the middle panel showing the gas temperature, which systematically decreases with time in the inner ejecta layers, while it remains roughly constant in some parts of the dense shell centered at 8000 km s$^{-1}$. In the intermediate regions between 4000 and 8000 km s$^{-1}$, the gas temperature is boosted by the absorption of UV radiation emitted from the dense shell. In the absence of shock power, the temperature beyond a few 1000 km s$^{-1}$ drops to around 1000 K (not shown); however, with shock power, it reaches a few $10000 \text{K}$ in these intermediate regions and peaks at 15 000 K in the dense shell. In the inner ejecta regions, the evolution follows what was described for earlier times by Dessart & Hillier (2020b) and Dessart et al. (2021) in similar shuffled-shell models of the explosion of a 15 $M_{\odot}$ star. In the inner ejecta, the temperature and ionization (bottom panel of Fig. 2) exhibit rapid variations because of the strong chemical stratification (this is in contrast to the smooth profile of the decay power absorbed). In the outer ejecta, the hydrogen ionization is relatively high except in the central,
Figure 3 illustrates the photometric evolution of model s15p2 with and without shock power. As discussed by Dessart & Hillier (2022), the impact of a shock power of $10^{40}$ erg s$^{-1}$ at 350 d is modest in the optical, in the IR, and in the bolometric luminosity, but it is clearly visible in the $U$ band and even more so in the UV. As time progresses beyond 350 d, the contribution from radioactive decay decreases and the contribution from shock power grows, dominating totally at 1000 d. In the optical (e.g., the $R$ band; 6th panel from top), this switch from decay-powered to shock-powered appears as a knee in the light curve at $\sim$600–700 d, about 100–200 d later than it does in $L_\text{bol}$. This knee appears in spite of the constancy of the shock power that is introduced. In other words, the knee results from the changing contrast between shock power and decay power, driven here by the intrinsic, exponential decline of radioactive decay. In the model without shock power, the bulk of the flux emerges in the optical (about 70%) and in the IR (about 25%) at 350 d. However, in the model with shock power, the flux emerges primarily in the UV. As time passes, the model without (with) shock power becomes even more biased in favor of the IR (UV). As previously predicted for earlier times, the UV range is the spectral region to investigate to capture the most obvious signatures of interaction, where the model with shock power remains 3–5 mag brighter than its counterpart without shock power. As advocated by Dessart et al. (2022) and confirmed here for SNe II 1–3 yr after explosion, the $U$-band survey of the Vera Rubin Observatory is expected to detect SNe II with an “anomalously” high $U$-band brightness. We note that for the present, mainly conceptual study, the discussion holds for filters having a similar passband, such as the $u$-band SDS$\nu$ filter and the $U$-band Johnson filter.

### 4.3. Spectroscopic properties

The spectral evolution of models s15p2NoPwr and s15p2Pwr1e40 is shown in Fig. 4, for both the optical (left column) and the full UV, optical, and near-IR ranges (right column; contributions in the optical range from individual species are illustrated in Fig. A.3). This figure offers some clues about the photometric properties shown in Fig. 3. In the optical, the main feature introduced by the shock power at 8000 km s$^{-1}$ is the excess H$\alpha$, optically thin emission, producing a broad boxy profile that contrasts with the narrower H$\alpha$ component powered by radioactive decay and associated with hydrogen advected inward in the inner, slow-moving, ejecta. As a result, apart from this weak broad boxy H$\alpha$ emission, the entire optical spectrum is powered by radioactive decay (this is not the case for the UV – see below). As time passes, the model powered exclusively by radioactive decay becomes increasingly faint. In contrast, in the model with shock power, we see the morphing of the ejecta from being radioactively powered and dominated by narrower lines forming in the outermost layers of the ejecta (in the dense shell). At intermediate epochs (e.g., $\sim$700 d), numerous lines show a hybrid morphology with both a narrow and a broad component (e.g., H$\alpha$ and [O I] $\lambda\lambda$6300, 6364), while others exhibit only a narrow component (e.g., Mg II $\lambda\lambda$4571 and [Ca II] $\lambda\lambda$7291, 7323). Here, the identification of the contribution from the outer dense shell powered by the shock is obvious because we assume spherical symmetry. If the dense shell were asymmetric, or if it were spherical but rammed into an asymmetric CSM, the emission would no longer produce broad, boxy, symmetric line profiles.
but instead narrower, or skewed, or spiky line profiles. The example of SN 1993J with its broad, boxy, symmetric line profiles at 976 d (Matheson et al. 2000a) suggests that in some cases, the outer dense shell and the CSM are probably roughly spherical on large scales.

At the latest epoch in model s15p2Pwr1e40, when the shock power dominates, the entire spectrum forms in the outer dense shell, whose temperature is in the range 5000–15 000 K and with a sizeable ionization (H and O are partially ionized in the dense shell). The spectrum shows strong Hα (with a contribution from [N II]λλ 6548, 6583), multiple lines of Fe II below 5500 Å, strong [N II]λ 5755 (which overlaps with weak and narrow Na I D emission), and broad, boxy [O I]λλ 6300, 6364 which overlaps with and causes a blue hump on Hα. Further to the red, [O I]λλ 7319, 7320 overlaps with the narrow [Ca II]λλ 7291, 7323 arising from the inner ejecta and produces a broad, boxy, symmetric profile with a narrow central bump. A similar profile is obtained for He I λ 10830 Å. The model predicts a strong broad Mg IIλλ 9218, 9244 line flux, although the line appears with slanted wings (in part because it overlaps with some background Fe II emission).

Interestingly, the top part of this Mg IIλλ 9218, 9244 doublet is slightly slanted rather than flat – there is a small excess flux in the blue part. A similar slant is also present in [N II]λλ 5755 or [O II]λλ 7319, 7320, and in fact in all reasonably isolated and strong lines (this feature is best seen in spectra computed for individual ions; see Fig. A.3). This slant arises from a relativistic effect and the associated enhancement or reduction of the emissivity received in the observer’s frame from the approaching or receding parts of the ejecta (see, e.g., Mihalas 1980 or Sect. 11.2 of Hillier & Dessart 2012). If we recompute the spectrum without the relativistic terms (forcing the emissivity to be the same in the comoving frame and the observer’s frame; see Eq. (41) of Hillier & Dessart 2012), these broad boxy lines exhibit a slant in the opposite direction; that is to say, the flux rises toward the red. This red excess is then caused by electron scattering. It is only when we switch off the relativistic terms and artificially quench the electron-scattering opacity in the computation of the spectrum that the top part of these lines appears flat (not shown).

The right panel in Fig. 4 shows the full spectrum from 0.09 to 2.5 µm. To accommodate the large variation from short to long wavelengths and between models s15p2NoPwr and s15p2Pwr1e40, the flux density is shown on a logarithmic scale. This confirms that the offset between the two models is initially confined to regions below 3000 Å (with thus a rough agreement in the U band at 350 d), but that the offset grows with time and becomes ever more pronounced at later times. More importantly, the spectrum formation regions become more and more distinct, with model s15p2NoPwr becoming increasingly faint with a spectrum forming in the inner radiatio-decay powered layers, while model s15p2Pwr1e40 remains luminous with a spectrum dominated by broad lines forming in the outer ejecta. While Lyα and Mg IIλλ 2796, 2803 are the two strongest lines in the UV range, they eventually also dominate over the UV continuum flux, especially Lyα, which itself contains ∼65% of the bolometric flux at 1000 d.

3 Such a slant is also predicted at nebular times for lines forming in the outer ejecta of Type Ia SNe (Blondin et al., in prep.).
Table 2. SN sample including references to spectroscopic and photometric data and some SN characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SN</th>
<th>Redshift</th>
<th>Explosion date (MJD)</th>
<th>Epochs of nebular spectra (days)</th>
<th>Photometry (band)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SN 2004et</td>
<td>0.00016</td>
<td>53 270.0</td>
<td>355, 464, 823, 933, 1145</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>(1), (2), (3), (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2007od</td>
<td>0.00578</td>
<td>54 407.2</td>
<td>348, 699</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>(5), (6), (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2013by</td>
<td>0.00382</td>
<td>56 404.0</td>
<td>278, 457</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>(8), (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2013ej</td>
<td>0.00219</td>
<td>56 497.0</td>
<td>269, 434, 806</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>(10), (11), (12), (13), (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2014G</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>56 669.6</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2017aw</td>
<td>0.00013</td>
<td>57 886.0</td>
<td>415, 482, 900</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>(15), (16), (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2017ivv</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>58 091.6</td>
<td>337, 520</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>(18)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


References. (1) Sahu et al. (2006); (2) Misra et al. (2007); (3) Maguire et al. (2010); (4) Furan et al. (2014); (5) Andrews et al. (2010); (6) Inserra et al. (2011); (7) de Jaeger et al. (2019); (8) Valenti et al. (2015); (9) Black et al. (2017); (10) Valenti et al. (2014); (11) Richmond (2014); (12) Bose et al. (2015); (13) Yuan et al. (2016); (14) Terreran et al. (2016); (15) Buta & Keel (2019); (16) Van Dyk et al. (2019); (17) Weil et al. (2020); (18) Gutiérrez et al. (2020).

5. Comparison with observations

In this section, we compare our model results with observed Type II SNe. The sample was selected based on observed properties reminiscent of the interaction features we obtain in this work as well as on the association with ejecta-CSM interaction made in previous work. Our search was focused on objects with late-time spectra exhibiting peculiar spectral properties such as broad boxy line profiles, an anomalously strong Hβ line, and so on. The sample consists of seven objects with spectra ranging between 269 and 1145 d from explosion, and specifically SNe 2004et, 2007od, 2013by, 2013ej, 2014G, 2017aw, and 2017ivv. Basic information on each object and relevant references are presented in Table 2.

Figure 5 compares the R-band light curve of the sample of observations with the models presented in Sect. 4. To facilitate the comparison, the light curves have been shifted so that the magnitude is zero at the onset of the nebular phase (i.e., when the magnitude falls on a slow linear decline after the abrupt drop at the end of the high-brightness, plateau phase). This corrects for differences in distance, reddening, and 56Ni mass. The element of interest is to identify if the R-band magnitude follows continuously a roughly linear decline as in model s15p2NoPwr or if a kink appears in the light curve – as in the case of model s15p2Pwr1e40. SNe 2013by, 2013ej, and 2014G do not exhibit any R-band light-curve kink. Their light curves may not extend sufficiently late to make a strong case, but it implies nonetheless that interaction is at most a weak component to the flux in the R band. In contrast, SNe 2004et, 2017aw, and 2017ivv exhibit an R-band kink at 600–1000 d, 700–900 d, and 350–500 d, respectively. The exact timing is unclear because of the coarse photometric monitoring. The model s15p2Pwr1e40 with its shock power of 1040 erg s⁻¹ yields a qualitative agreement with the R-band light curves of SNe 2004et, 2017aw, and 2017ivv. Compared to the model, the kink occurs about 200 d earlier in SN 2017ivv and at about the same time in SN 2017aw. An earlier kink implies a stronger interaction or a stronger thermalization of the shock power, or both. Photometrically, SN 2007od is an outlier in our sample with the sharp drop in brightness between 100 and 200 d followed by a flattening, suggestive of a very low 56Ni mass (Andrews et al. 2010). In the context of the present work, the very early kink in R-band magnitude at about 200 d suggests that interaction power dominates the optical radiation (and thus even more so in the UV, which is unobserved) as early as 200 d. This is confirmed by its spectral evolution.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of optical spectra for the models of Sect. 4 and the sample of observations at about 350 d, 450 d, and at very late times of 800 d to ~1200 d. In each panel, we order the models and the observations such that the magnitude is zero at the onset of the nebular phase (i.e., when the magnitude falls on a slow linear decline after the abrupt drop at the end of the high-brightness, plateau phase). This corrects for differences in distance, reddening, and 56Ni mass. The element of interest is to identify if the R-band magnitude follows continuously a roughly linear decline as in model s15p2NoPwr or if a kink appears in the light curve – as in the case of model s15p2Pwr1e40. SNe 2013by, 2013ej, and 2014G do not exhibit any R-band light-curve kink. Their light curves may not extend sufficiently late to make a strong case, but it implies nonetheless that interaction is at most a weak component to the flux in the R band. In contrast, SNe 2004et, 2017aw, and 2017ivv exhibit an R-band kink at 600–1000 d, 700–900 d, and 350–500 d, respectively. The exact timing is unclear because of the coarse photometric monitoring. The model s15p2Pwr1e40 with its shock power of 1040 erg s⁻¹ yields a qualitative agreement with the R-band light curves of SNe 2004et, 2017aw, and 2017ivv. Compared to the model, the kink occurs about 200 d earlier in SN 2017ivv and at about the same time in SN 2017aw. An earlier kink implies a stronger interaction or a stronger thermalization of the shock power, or both. Photometrically, SN 2007od is an outlier in our sample with the sharp drop in brightness between 100 and 200 d followed by a flattening, suggestive of a very low 56Ni mass (Andrews et al. 2010). In the context of the present work, the very early kink in R-band magnitude at about 200 d suggests that interaction power dominates the optical radiation (and thus even more so in the UV, which is unobserved) as early as 200 d. This is confirmed by its spectral evolution.

4 The decline may not be exactly linear, but should be close, if the R-band magnitude is only affected by a progressive and weak color shift and enhanced γ-ray escape.
zero between the two lines as it typically does in the nebular-phase spectra of Type II SNe; see, e.g., Leonard et al. 2002). At around 350 d (top panel of Fig. 6), SNe 2004et, 2013by, 2013ej, and 2017eaw show no obvious spectroscopic sign of interaction in the optical. In contrast, SNe 2014G and 2017ivv exhibit a broad Hα component, which also boosts the red component of [O I] λ6300, 6364. The model with a power of \(7 \times 10^{40} \text{erg s}^{-1}\) gives a good match to these last two SNe although the broad Hα emission appears to be more boxy than in the observations.

At about 450 d (middle panel of Fig. 6), obvious signs of interaction are still absent in SNe 2004et, 2013ej, and 2017eaw, but SN 2013by now shows a broad Hα profile, which overlaps with [O I] λ6300, 6364, as observed with SN 2014G at 350 d (top panel). Surprisingly, SN 2013by exhibits narrow Hα emission as well, probably powered by radioactive decay, but the equivalent narrow emission in [Ca II] λ7291, 7323 has essentially disappeared. Finally, SN 2017ivv continues to show signs of interaction, with an Hα line that now looks triangular, suggesting a boost to the Hα emissivity over a range of velocities in the outer ejecta, together with emission from the inner ejecta where [O I] λ6300, 6364 and [Ca II] λ7291, 7323 also form.

At times greater than 800 d, the contribution from the inner ejecta powered by radioactive decay is becoming very small and ejecta-CSM interaction is the reason for the detection of these SNe at such late times. This explains the more boxy and broad Hα profiles in SNe 2004et, 2007od, 2013ej, and 2017eaw. The spectra are quite noisy at those late times, but we tentatively identify broad [O I] λ6300, 6364 (except in SN 2007od), whose overlap with Hα causes a blue hump in that line. A similar overlap may be at the origin of the skewed and slanted feature at 7300 Å in SN 2013ej at 806 d. This line may be a composite of [Ca II] λ7291, 7323 and [O I] λ7319, 7320, and is seen as a broad boxy profile in SN 2004et at 933 d. In the blue part of the spectrum, Hβ as well as multiple Fe II lines (all broad) are likely present, as in model s15p2Pwr1e40. The narrow features that appear in numerous line profiles are unlikely to arise from unshocked CSM or from the inner ejecta. They probably arise instead from the small overlap between broad lines or from the clumpy structure of the interaction region (see, e.g., a discussion of SN 1993J by Matheson et al. 2000b).

The model s15p2Pwr1e40 gives a satisfactory match to the observations of SNe 2004et and 2017eaw at the latest time (bottom panel of Fig. 6), although the Hα line profile exhibits a central depression that is not present in our sample of observations. This dip is likely caused by an optical depth effect arising from the adoption of a narrow dense shell, causing enhanced absorption at the limb (this effect is similar to limb darkening). Breaking the lateral coherence of the shell would enhance photon escape for regions moving perpendicular to the line of sight, and would thus likely erase this central dip (see discussion of a similar effect in the context of clumping in Wolf-Rayet winds by Flores et al. 2023). A central dip is observed in some emission lines of SNe 1998S and 1993J. In addition, Fransson et al. (2005) also explained this feature through an optical-depth effect associated with the narrow, optically thick, emitting dense shell.

Some emission features, both in the models and in the observations, are clearly not boxy but triangular. For example, in the model, a myriad of Fe II lines overlap in the 4340 Å region and produce a triangular emission feature that is much broader than the Hα profile (Fig. 4). Emission over a range of velocities would also tend to produce a more triangular profile shape, as observed throughout the nebular phase in SN 2017ivv.

Fig. 6. Spectral comparison between models and the selected sample of observations (see Table 2) at \(\sim 350\) d (top panel), \(\sim 450\) d (middle panel), and 800–1000 d (lower two panels). In each panel, we stacked models and observations in strengthening signs of interaction as we progress downwards. A distinct color is used for each SN while black is used for the models (see labels; light (dark) colors correspond to the original (smoothed) spectra). The galaxy lines were removed from the observed spectra, and the data were binned to reduce the noise.
Fig. 7. Illustration of some profile morphologies in model s15p2Pwr1e40 at 700d together with the observations of SNe 2017eaw at 900d and 2017ivv at 520d. The spectral region shown is centered on the rest wavelength of H$\alpha$. At the top, the flux contributions associated with O I (dotted line; primarily associated with $[\text{O I}]\lambda\lambda 6300, 6364$) and H$\alpha$ (dashed line; primarily associated with H$\alpha$) are shown. The residual flux offset in this spectral region is primarily due to a forest of Fe I and Fe II lines.

(Figs. 6 and 7). In contrast, our models tend to emit exclusively from within the narrow dense shell at very late times so that all emission lines are intrinsically boxy and of the same width.

6. Discussion

The main uncertainty in this work is the treatment of shock power in CMFGEN. As discussed by Dessart & Hillier (2022), performing one-dimensional radiation hydrodynamics of the interaction at late times is superfluous since conditions are optically thin and the dynamical effects are vanishingly small, while the treatment of the gas in LTE is inappropriate (see discussion in Dessart et al. 2015). Since the power released by the shock between ejecta and CSM is known analytically, one may directly model the nonLTE problem within a radiative transfer code like CMFGEN, as done by Dessart & Hillier (2022). The benefits are enormous, as shown with the simulations presented here, but there are numerous uncertainties that impact the results quantitatively. While the shock is originally released in the form of high-energy radiation and particles, we focus here on the fraction that is absorbed by the outer ejecta. Ultimately, this fraction of thermalized X-rays requires detailed 3D multigroup radiation hydrodynamics simulations of the interaction. The thermalization also depends on the structure of the outer ejecta, and in particular whether there is a dense shell at the interface between ejecta and CSM. This dense shell may form directly at the time of shock breakout and accumulate mass as the ejecta sweeps up progressively more CSM. This shell should break up, be turbulent, and form clumps. The transfer of radiation within this structured medium is very complex. All these aspects impact the results presented here. Multiwavelength observations covering from the X-rays to the UV and optical would help constrain these structural properties.

In this and previous works, the shock power is deposited in a narrow, clumped, dense shell in the outer ejecta (here at 8000 km s$^{-1}$). The high density in the shell leads to efficient reprocessing at the site of deposition, which ultimately leads to a boost in line emissivity within the shell, causing a broad boxy profile with vertical edges in numerous emission lines like H$\alpha$. That is to say, all the emission comes from this narrow shell at late times. In practice, if the dense shell were less dense and massive, some of the shock power deposited would be reprocessed deeper in the ejecta and would boost the line emissivity over a range of velocities (i.e., ejecta depth), which would produce flat-top profiles with extended slanted wings (rather than a profile with a sharp, vertical edge).

This “distributed” emission is likely to hold in SN 2017ivv, where it is not possible to distinguish the broad from the narrow emission component at very late times since the H$\alpha$ profile is smooth, triangular with no sharp jump. At earlier times, the H$\alpha$ profile is dominated by a narrow component, which requires the presence of hydrogen at low velocity in the ejecta. This is in tension with the Type IIb classification proposed by Gutiérrez et al. (2020), who also suggested a peculiar formation process of $[\text{O I}]\lambda\lambda 6300, 6364$ to explain the near equal intensity in each component of the doublet. The peculiar intensity ratio is explained here as the overlap of the red component of $[\text{O I}]\lambda\lambda 6300, 6364$ with the blue wing of the broad H$\alpha$ component. Finally, it is intriguing that SN 2017ivv exploded in one of the lowest luminosity host galaxies, suggestive of a low metallicity. Such conditions are unfavorable for a high RSG mass-loss rate. One possibility is that the progenitor of SN 2017ivv was in an interacting binary that was undergoing mass transfer in the final decades or centuries prior to core collapse.

For simplicity, all simulations in this work assume spherical symmetry. This is a sensible first step since spherical symmetry is more uniquely defined than asymmetry, which can take an infinite number of forms. Nonetheless, the interaction between ejecta and CSM should be clumped on small scales and could even exhibit asymmetries on large scales because of the asymmetry of the ejecta, the CSM, or both. Small-scale clumping would lead to small-scale variations within line profiles (as observed in SN 1993J, Matheson et al. 2000b). Large-scale asymmetry would produce asymmetric, skewed rather than boxy symmetric line profiles. For example, emission from a hollow shell produces a flat-topped profile but emission from a disk-like structure would yield a double-horned profile (see, e.g., Jerkstrand 2017). Such boxy symmetric profiles are seen, for instance, in SN 1993J, which clearly demonstrate that asymmetry is not universal in core-collapse SNe and may, in fact, be mostly present deeper in the ejecta (the radio emission from SN 1993J two years after explosion is also largely spherical; see, e.g., Marcaide et al. 1995).

A related issue is the prediction by the models at late times of an H$\alpha$ emission profile that exhibits a central dip and two horns rather than a flat top. This effect arises because the line optical depth is large, causing an enhanced attenuation of the photons emitted from the ejecta regions moving perpendicular to the line of sight. The lack of such a dip in the observations argues for the break-up of the dense shell at the ejecta-CSM interface, as advocated in the context of clumpy Wolf-Rayet winds (Flores et al. 2023). We also refer to the discussion in Fransson et al. (2005) for more details. Similar simulations in the context of SNe are straightforward and will be explored in the near future. One specific ramification of this feature is that in some cases where the
dense shell would retain a full lateral coherence without breaking up (if it retained a spherical geometry), the Hα emission profile should exhibit two peaks. Interestingly, double-peaked profile are sometimes observed in SNe II at late times (e.g., iPTF14hls; Andrews & Smith 2018) and generally attributed to disk-like geometries. An interesting alternative is that the double-peaked profile could stem from an optical-depth effect, similar to limb darkening, in an emitting narrow dense shell.

The possibility for late-time interaction in core-collapse SNe has implications for the post-explosion photometry at the SN site. This is generally used to argue for the disappearance of the progenitor, but often a source of emission is found and it is not clear whether the source being observed is, in fact, a binary companion, a cluster of stars (Maund et al. 2013; Sun et al. 2021), or even a light echo (e.g., Schmidt et al. 1994). It may instead be the case that the emitting source arises from an ejecta-CSM interaction (see, e.g., Rizzo Smith et al. 2023 or Van Dyk et al. 2023). Observing core-collapse SNe at late times in the U band together with the optical would help determine the properties of the progenitor site and whether there is an ongoing ejecta-CSM interaction. This could be performed in part with the Vera Rubin Observatory, which will collect deep photometric data for a huge number of core-collapse SNe. However, much more compelling evidence for interaction would be given by UV observations, for example, with the Hubble Space Telescope or possibly in the more distant future with UVEX (Kulkarni et al. 2021).

7. Conclusions

In this work, we present a set of simulations for Type II SN ejecta from 350 d until 1000 d after explosion. Chemical mixing in the metal-rich regions was handled with the shuffled-shell approach of Dessart & Hillier (2020b) to enforce macroscopic mixing without introducing microscopic mixing. This allows for the deposition of decay power throughout the inner ejecta, powering the metal lines observed in SNe II at nebular phases. One model (named s15p2N0Pw) was evolved until 1000 d with a time-dependent solver, a time step set to 10% of the current time, and under the influence of radioactive-decay heating from 56Ni and 56Co (its ejecta was truncated at 6000 km s\(^{-1}\)) since the decay power absorbed at larger velocity is negligible — no external dense shell was included either. In another model (named s15p2Pw1e40), we injected in addition a constant power of 10\(^{49}\) erg s\(^{-1}\) in a narrow dense shell of 0.1 \(M_\odot\) located at 8000 km s\(^{-1}\). Both models have the same structure and composition below 6000 km s\(^{-1}\). Molecule formation and dust formation in the ejecta were ignored. The results are qualitatively analogous to a similar model presented by Dessart & Hillier (2022) but are quantitatively widely different. From 350 to 1000 d, model s15p2Pw40 morphed from being decay powered to being interaction powered, while exhibiting hybrid properties in between. In the optical, the evidence for this transformation is most apparent in the line profiles of Hα or [O I] λλ2796, 2803. Originally forming in the slow, decay-powered layers of the ejecta, a broad component appears, which eventually dominates at late times. In our spherical model, this broad component is boxy and flat topped, and can give rise to overlap with other lines (e.g., the blue edge of Hα overlapping with the red component of [O I] λλ6300, 6364). At late times, all lines are broad and boxy and can lead to strong overlap. We note that there is one exception to this: the strong broad triangular feature around 4300 Å, which is a blend of Fe II transitions. In the UV, the impact of interaction is large since the bulk of the emission is channelled in that UV region, and most strongly in Lyα and Mg II λλ2796, 2803. Both lines are strong, optically thick, and skewed. The rest of the UV flux is primarily associated with emission from a forest of Fe II transitions, including the strong feature around 1800 Å.

Compared with the observations, our model s15p2Pw1e40 yields a good match to a sample of SNe II with broad and strong Hα emission at late times, namely SNe 2004at, 2007od, 2013by, 2013ej, 2014J, 2017eaw, and 2017ivv. All of them display a similar behavior, but the strengthening of the Hα line turns on at distinct post-explosion times, namely, around 200 d in SN 2017ivv, but only after 600 d in SN2017eaw. This strengthening of the Hα line is part responsible for the kink observed in the R band, which is also predicted by model s15p2Pw1e40. Although the exact level of thermalization of shock power in the outer ejecta is unknown, our results suggest that these SNe II are ramming into a wind of modest density, probably standard for an RSG progenitor (see also Rizzo Smith et al. 2023). Ultraviolet observations are needed to firmly establish this conclusion.
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Appendix A: Additional figures

Fig. A.1. Summary of ejecta properties for model s15p2Pwr1e40 at 350 d after explosion. From top to bottom, we show the mass density (scaled by the volume filling factor $f_{\text{vol}}$), the electron density (also scaled by $f_{\text{vol}}$), the volume filling factor $f_{\text{vol}}$, and a set of composition profiles and the (normalized) shock power. All quantities are shown versus ejecta velocity. The model without shock power has initially the same ejecta structure below 6000 km s$^{-1}$.

Fig. A.2. Spectral montage of the H$\alpha$ region for model s15p2 at 350 d with shock power increasing upward from zero (label NoPwr) to $7 \times 10^{40}$ erg s$^{-1}$ (label Pwr7e40). Some of these models are used for comparison with observations in Section 5. A broader range of shock powers covering up to $10^{43}$ erg s$^{-1}$ is used in Dessart & Hillier (2022). The flux offset between models is modest in the optical and greatest in the UV range, as discussed in Dessart & Hillier (2022).
Fig. A.3. Line contributions to the full spectrum for model s15p2pwr1e40 at 350 (top row), 600 (middle row), and 800 d (bottom row). In each row, we show the total normalized flux density as a black line together with the flux from individual ions (the same normalization is applied to all spectra) including H I, He I, N II, O I, O II, Na I, Mg I, Mg II, Ca II, Fe I, Fe II, and Ni II. For better visibility, we split the species into two groups and as many panels (at left and at right in each row).